
City built by calculated necessity with ideals of natures 
self sustaining capabilities.

Urban Nature
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1.1

Urban + Nature
Is it even possible?

Departure point:



Field Forest Mountain 

1.1

Nature in its natural habitat



1.2

Departure from module 
2 suprastucture

Interest in how to live 
in the structure 

Visit to the country-
side sparked nature 
analogy

Suprastructure 
sparked resembelance 
to planted forest

Idea of a living 
forest

Consept of sustain-
ability due to nature 
consept

Research and 
calculation

Setting upp criterias in 
terms of sizes, energy, 
water etc. 

Design of 
overview

Design of 
units

Process evolution



The result

1.3



Windpower for energy to 
vertical farms only

Mountain 

Forest

Old cement factory now 
water tower

Greenhouses on roof 
and between tres

Freshwater source from 
project by Antoine 

Field 

2.1

Mountain Forest and Field / The site as of 2120



Gullbergsvass + suprastructure

2.2



From top:
The day before the reed died / May 1859 
The productive logistics site / 1920
The place of passing through / 2020

3.1



Emerge of suprastructure, grid of opportunity. Planting of sunflowers to restor soil nutrition / 2025

3.2



First life, inhabitated mountain and field, planted forest / 2030

3.3



A forest in growth / 2030-2110

3.4



A place of homes / 2120

3.5



Private
x 4

Food
Vegitable

Open farming:
500m2

Greenhouse:
50m2

Vertical 
farming:

17m2 (stacked)

3,2m2

Food-
storage

2m2

Kitchen
x 1

Electricity
3 080kWh/year
eq. 12,3 m2 solar panels 

+ 6 420kWh/year
eq. 25,7m2 solar panels

+ 24 300kWh/year
eq. 97,2m2 solar panels

12m2

Social
x 1

Housing
40m2

Without communication spaces: 
33m2

9m2

Bath
x 1

People
x 4

2,8m2

Storage
x 1

  4m2

4.1

The needs of the sustainable human

These are the resulting outcomes from research and calculation of need and necessity. 
Troughout, the unit of 4 people is used, these are considered 4 adults.



Housing Living
Housingunits of 4 people 
Can be 4 adults, 4 teens, 3 children and 1 
adult et. 

Food Ecosystems

Ecosystems

Family of 4, eating mixed diet and gaining 
the neccesary nutrition 

Water Water
The total use of water for a family of 4 
thoughout the entire houshold

Electicity Daylight
Verntilaiton

Daylight
Verntilaiton

Electricity needed to run lighting, fridge, 
cooker and other electrical devices.
Apperantly the more space you have the 
more devices you accumulate, hence a 
measure of kWh/m² is accurate.

Heat
Energy needed to heat (and cool) a medium 
conventional villa (120 m²). 

Passivehouse standard or a change in 
mindset about constant indoor temperature 
thoughtout the year.

Waste Yearly waste from one household of 4 
average swedish people as of 2019.

40m2

Land farming:  500m2

Greenhouse:  50m2  

10x more efficient than landfarming
Vertical farming 17m2  

3x more efficient than greenhouse

140l per person per day
204m³ per family of 4 per year
Average raifall over 10 years in Gothenburg 
is 800mm, resulting in a need of:
255m² collection surface

Using wastewater to flush toilets or alternative 
solutions saves 160m³ per family of 4 per year. 

128m² collection surface

62kWh/year/m² of housing area

12 000kWh/year 

maxumum 15kwh/year/m²

467kg per person
1868kg per houshold of 4

587 kWh/year 
From burning of waste

4 173 kWh/year 
From burning of waste

14% Bio Waste
35% Recyclable Material 
50% Combusion
  1% Landfill

Resulting energy from solarpower.
Approx. 250kWh/year/m²
Hence 15,2m² (11panels)
Needed to sustain one houshold

If Vertical farming is used, 
An additional approx. 3500kWh/year/m² is 
needed for every m² of farmhouse. Hence 
58,2m² 

4.1

Need Actant Explanation Amount Additional information and connections

Additional information reguarding sustainable living



Housing Living
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thoughtout the year.
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Greenhouse:  50m2  
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Vertical farming 17m2  

3x more efficient than greenhouse

62kWh/year/m² of housing area
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Bio Waste

Resulting energy from solarpower.
Approx. 250kWh/year/m²
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Needed to sustain one houshold

If Vertical farming is used, 
An additional approx. 3500kWh/year/m² is 
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4.1

Need Actant Explanation Amount Additional information and connections

Using wastewater to flush toilets or alternative 
solutions saves 160m³ per family of 4 per year. 

128m² collection surface

Ecosystems

Daylight
Verntilaiton

Additional information reguarding sustainable living
The selection



In dept / Units

Mountain

Forest

Field

5.1



Live in the UrbanNature / Mountain

Inhabited:  2030
Population:   2816p 
   (704 units á 4p)
Total space occupied:  13 600m2 

Area per individual:  4.8m2 

Food production:  Vertical farming
Electricity harvest: Solar rooftops, wind

The mountain on its surface can be a spactacular 
place in its oppenness and connection to free 
space. In its centre however, the darkness and 
denseness is overwelming.

Living in the mountain is as far as we can go 
from nature. Every aspect of life is sustained 
artificially, from the sunrise, to the crops growth, 
to the way of moving about. It’s driven by 
density, energy and necessity. 

The architecture in the mountain is solid, 
providing the connections within its intertwined 
system. Privacy between neighbours is limited 
in seach for the artificial light and necessity of 
connections. 



5.1

Live in the UrbanNature / Mountain

  Section of stacked units

Section showing the the central element, the 
vertical farming.

40m



5.1

Live in the UrbanNature / Mountain

Artificial vertical farming as 
lightsource, vertical communication 
and food production.

Slab stores wastewater and provides 
horizontal communication.

Upper slab communication, spaces 
vary in publicity

Level one: Public  
Views oriented outward taking in other units’ 
light.

Level one: Private 
Views oriented inward, consentrating on the 
unit’s light source



5.2

Live in the UrbanNature / Forest

Plan and elevation of worst case cluster.

Inhabited:  2120
Population:   752p 
   (188 trees á 1 unit á 4p)
Total space occupied:  26 700m2 

Area per individual:  35,5m2 

Food production:  Collective greenhouses
Electricity harvest: Solar windows

The forest is playful. From its various 
inhabitants, its play in light and shadow 
and in its topography. Living in the forest 
is a physical, sensory life. As the wind 
blow the trees move, as the rain fall the 
moisture is tangable. 

Everything in the forest is part of it, 
so also the human inhabitants. One 
houshold occupies one tree meaning in 
turn that some have close neighbours 
and some dont. 

The architecture in the forest is organic 
in its modifyability. The play in open and 
closed, inside and outside is everpresent.



5.2

Live in the UrbanNature / Forest

20m

With the probability that in 90years time 80% 
of the pinetrees reach approx. 25 meter and are 
hence suitable for inhabitation, the restulting 
number of units is 188 (752  individuals).



5.2

Live in the UrbanNature / Forest

Level 3: Kitchen, main public level

Level 2: Food storage and WC

Level 1: Storage (and chickens)

Level 4: Private unit

Level 5: Private unit

Level 6: Commonspace

Level 7: Private unit

Level 8: Private unit

20m

5.2

Live in the UrbanNature / Forest



Level 3: Kitchen, main public level

Level 2: Food storage and WC

Level 1: Storage (and chickens) Level 4: Private unit

Level 5: Private unit

Level 6: Commonspace

Level 7: Private unit

Level 8: Private unit

5.2

Live in the UrbanNature / Forest



5.3

Live in the UrbanNature / Field

The field is an open space with a strong 
conecction to the ground. It does by no 
means need to be flat but there are no 
adition layers. The field is open to the eye as 
well as to the interactions with nature.

Living in the field is a life of living and 
working with nature. The connection 
between ground and sun is as strong as 
human to crops  hence the sun exposure to 
the crops triumf that of to human. 

The architecture of the field is natural and 
honest. To maximase crops sunexposure 
there is no north side but rather a slope. 
Human space adapts to the need of the 
crops. The structures are a mixture of soil, 
stone, clar and strawpales. 

Inhabited:  2030
Population:   160p 
   (40 units á 4p)
Total space occupied:  16 200m2 

Area per individual:  101m2 

Food production:  Traditional farming. 
   greenhouse
Electricity harvest: Solar 



5.3

Live in the UrbanNature / Field

Within ground level On ground level



Slope ensuring maximum sunlight 
from the south.

Walls of straw bales.

Section Connection though to fellow unit



The result

5.4

Conclution in numbers:

Population:   3 728p 
   (932 units á 4p)
Total space occupied:  56 500m2 

Area per individual:  average 15,2m2 

Food production:  Traditional farming 
   Greenhouse
   Vertical farming
Electricity harvest: Solar
   Wind 

Conclusion in thoughts: 

The project shows that it is possible to design 
extreme dencities whildt still ensuring 
sustainability, however it comes with a cost of 
energy production. 
The idea of what is artificial and natural and how 
these consepts overlap in out modern world has 
been enlightening. 



6.0
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